Abstract
Introduction
Identification of GPR39 common and rare variants in the 51,289 WES DiscovEHR cohort 121 Disease associations provide a rich source of hypotheses regarding the potential 122 contributions of GPCRs. The first step in defining a causal role for these rare variants, however, have not been characterized ( Table 1) . We therefore chose to focus on GPR39, the Zn 2+ receptor, Figure S1 ).
138
The rare variants used for SKAT, i.e., LOF, missense (pLP + pP), and SYN_∆CB variants, highly conserved NPXXY motif common to Family A GPCRs (N340S) [22] , and a variant distal 146 to a putative palmitoylation site in the proximal carboxyl terminus (R352Q). Other residues in the 147 pLP category introduce charges or proline residues into transmembrane helices or extracellular 148 loops (S49N, M87I, T122M, A167S, P179T, R193C, S222Y, T291I, A293P, R302W, R302Q,
149
A307V, P310A, Y314R, R320Y, S336R, R352Q, R362C, H367R, R386C, and R390C). We also 150 identified the subset of 21 variants which introduced at least a two-fold change in site-specific 151 codon frequency (SYN_∆CB; denoted by arrowheads in Figure 3 ).
The initial SKAT screen for GPR39 disease associations compared top associations for the 155 three independent classes of rare variants. To more fully explore the results for GPR39 and 156 increase power to identify all significant disease associations, we combined all individuals 157 heterozygous for rare LOF, pLP and pP variants (termed LOF/MISS). Analysis was restricted to 158 only those ICD9 codes with ≥200 individuals independent of genotype [23] , and the results are 159 plotted against ICD9 codes in Figure 4A . SKAT analysis was also run on rare SYN_∆CB variants, 160 plotted in Figure 4B . Both the LOF/MISS and SYN_∆CB analyses had a significant number of 161 phenome-wide associations in common. All results for both variant classes that were above the 162 significance cut-off for multiple testing are listed in Table 2 . Top associations for GPR39 included 163 lesion of the ulnar nerve and benign prostate hyperplasia with lower urinary tract obstruction.
164
Note that individuals who had both rare LOF/MISS and SYN_∆CB variants were excluded from 165 analyses. Also of note in Figure S2 ), quantified in Figure 5B . Surprisingly, despite the change from rare to common codon 196 frequency for the majority of SYN_∆CB variants, only four showed increased expression relative 197 to WT. Four variants went from common to rare codons, denoted by * on the x-axis in Figure 5B . likely accounted for by low levels of expression (recall Figure 5A) . Three additional variants,
212
C108R, R193C and R302Q, had dose-response curves that were significantly right-shifted,
213
precluding determination of EC50 or VMAX, despite expression levels not significantly different 214 from WT. Likewise, Figure 6C illustrates the normalized dose-response relations for WT GPR39 Figure 5B), increased EC50 relative to WT ( Figure 6D) , and increased surface localization and
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